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 CFC-USA 

Battle Plan

OVERVIEW
The Inspiration: Operation Overlord

Operation Overlord was the codename for the Battle of Normandy, the Allied operation that launched the successful invasion of German-

occupied Western Europe during World War II. The operation was launched on June 6, 1944 with the Normandy landings (commonly 

known as D-Day). A 1,200-plane airborne assault preceded an amphibious assault involving more than 5,000 vessels. Nearly 160,000 

troops crossed the English Channel on June 6, and more than 2 million Allied troops were in France by the end of August. This successful 

assault was a turning point in the victory of the Allied forces over the mighty German army that ended World War II. 

The Battle Plan: Operation ForOurLord (Op4OL)

Seventy-five years since D-day, CFC USA is launching Operation ForOurLord (Op4OL). Its main thrust is for all of CFC USA, its servant-

leaders, members and family ministries to stage an all-out assault against the enemy with its objectives – to fulfill the mission and vision of 

CFC by being Families in the Holy Spirit Renewing the Face of the Earth. This includes the desire to be a Saint, to love God, save souls and 

gain a significant foothold and victory over the enemy.

VISION MISSION MISSION STATEMENT

A CFC Household in all  

Catholic Dioceses in the United States

Bring God’s light to the world;  

one Household at a time

Unleashing the Power of the  

Holy Spirit in the Household through 

Effective, Efficient and Empowered 

Evangelization
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On March 2, 2019, CFC USA servant leadership (National Council members, Regional Heads and select Area Heads) gathered in the 

“War Room” in Texas and were inspired by the Holy Spirit to go all out and agreed on the following CFC USA battle plan objectives:

• 100% increase in membership in the current year (CY) from the previous year (PY)

• 100% increase in ANCOP Child Sponsors in the CY from the PY

• 100% increase in full-time Mission Volunteers in the CY from the PY

• 20% increase in tithes and first fruit offerings in the CY from the PY

• Have CFC presence in all 50 States in the USA and beyond 

	 Op4OL	official	Phase	1	start	date	was	Easter	Sunday,	April	21,	2019	and	will	end	on	Christmas	Day	 

	 	 	 	 on	December	25,	2019,	two	of	the	most	important	dates	in	the	life	of	Christ.

In the same breadth that the success of Operation Overlord in 1944 was achieved through the full support and commitment of 14 

nations and its respective armies and citizens, the success of OperationForOurLord depends on the FULL support and commitment 

of ALL its members of ALL ministries…. and our FULL dependence on our most potent weapons – the Grace of God, the Power of the 

Holy Spirit and the intercession of our Blessed Mother. 

Each household (ALL ministries) is humbly requested to conduct a 4H (House Hold Holy Hour) meeting, that is for the whole household 

to do Eucharistic Adoration inside a Blessed Sacrament Chapel begging for the grace to be enlightened as to how the household can 

contribute to the success of Op4OL and accordingly, by the guidance of the Holy Spirit, prepare and submit its plans to its Area Leader, 

through its unit head, chapter head, cluster head and sector head, as the case may be, who, in turn, will then pray, discern and develop 

an “Area Battle Plan.” 

The prayerfully discerned Op4OL Battle Plan from the CFC USA National Council comprises 5 Sub-missions as follows:
1 	Divide	&	Conquer	153	(DC153)
2 	Go	GOLD	and	GLOBAL	for	God’s	Greater	Glory	(G6)
3 	ANCOP	One	Light	One	Life
4 	Once	a	CFC,	Always	a	CFC
5 	Holy	Hour	24/7

The main mission DC 153 and G6 is to unleash the Power of the HS in the HH through Effective,  
Efficient and Empowered Evangelization.  
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1  Divide & Conquer 153 (DC153) 

Each DC153 household (HH) is strongly encouraged to conduct a relatively informal CLP at a member’s home or small room in the 

church, with the goal of dedicating new members greater than or equal to the number of the service team members (NOTE:  “Mega” 

CLPs are presently done by the Unit with the involvement of 3 or more HHs and usually dedicating a small number of graduates, and 

the “mega” ends up to be the service team).  Appropriate training sessions (CLP, Speakers etc.) will be arranged to be given by the Area 

Leaders (Online training will be developed and Zoom training sessions may be given). The HH Head will lead the CLP, and HH members 

will facilitate discussions (also the HH Leaders after the CLP), possibly do some talks, although the “major” talks will be assigned to 

HH leaders and up (Online videos of talks given by various speakers will be produced and can be used should there be a shortage of 

speakers). Attached are detailed Implementing Guidelines for consistent operations, and a Timetable.  These will foster consistency and 

timeliness in the conduct of the CLPs.  HHs will start at the same time, starting with HH enlistments (NOTE: we will not impose, we will 

only inspire as God’s gift of Free Will shall be respected), followed by a Boot Camp (training and empowerment), then D-day (actual 

CLP) capped with a GRAND Dedication (by Unit or Chapter) for all HHs who have enlisted. 

Why 153? 
In John 21:5-11

Jesus said to them, “Children, have you caught anything to eat?” They answered him, “No.” 

So he said to them, “Cast the net over the right side of the boat and you will find something.” So, they cast it and were not able to pull 

it in because of the number of fish. Jesus said to them, “Bring some of the fish you just caught.” So Simon Peter went over and dragged 

the net ashore full of one hundred fifty-three large fish. 

This initiative is not about numbers but about souls. The 100% goal is for the whole CFC USA (100%) to say YES and to give 100% 

faithfulness and effort that God deserves. As long as we give our all, then the harvest will be up to God, and in John 21, Jesus provided 

153 large fish resulting from the faithfulness and obedience of the disciples.
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2  Go GOLD and GLOBAL for God’s Greater Glory (G6)  
CFC in 50 States and beyond USA 

To lead the all-out assault and to set a good example for the members will be the HHs of the servant leaders, (Unit heads and above).  

The G6 GOLD HHs will enlist, volunteer or be assigned to do a G6 GOLD CLP at one of the nine remaining States where there is 

no CFC presence yet (Maine, Vermont, Wyoming, Montana, North Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Arkansas, Kentucky). This is with the 

leadership, guidance and involvement of the RH of that State. The G6 GOLD HH will assist in looking for contacts in the assigned State 

- priests, potential participants, Organization heads (determine if there are members of the Filipino Federation of Priests in the assigned 

State, google Filipino Catholic organizations in the State etc.), and conduct a G6 GOLD CLP (maybe a weekend CLP). Although all G6 

GOLD HH members will be involved in the CLP planning, the number of the actual service team will be at most equal to the expected 

number of CLP graduates.

In addition, we can also have these G6 HHs volunteer or be assigned to be part of the G6 GLOBAL CLP Service Team in the global 

mission areas handled by CFC USA (The Caribbean, Mexico, Central America, N South America and S South America). This is with the 

leadership, guidance and involvement of the designated Country Coordinator. The G6 GLOBAL HH will assist in looking for contacts 

in the assigned country- priests, potential participants, Organization heads (contact Religious Orders such as Jesuits, SVD, OMV, etc. , 

google Filipino Catholic organizations in the country, etc.), and conduct a G6 GLOBAL CLP (maybe a weekend CLP). Although all G6 

GLOBAL HH members will be involved in the CLP planning, the number of the actual service team will be at most equal to the expected 

number of CLP graduates.
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5   ANCOP One Light One Life 

As a sign of gratitude to the Lord for the work and harvest, each HH will be encouraged to participate in the ANCOP One Light One 

Life mission, that is for the HH to sponsor at least one CSP student during Dedication Day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4  Once a CFC, Always a CFC 

To make the celebration GRAND-er, we will encourage each HH to participate in the Once a CFC, Always a CFC mission, that is to 

invite inactive CFC USA members to join the festivities and welcome them back to CFC. 
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5   Holy Hour 24/7 (and Pray HARDER)
Relying mainly on the grace of God, we will also launch the blessed practice of Holy Hour and Eucharistic Adoration at CFC USA 

through Holy Hour 24/7.  We will encourage CFC USA members to “sign up” to commit to do a Holy Hour (preferably Eucharistic 

Adoration at a Blessed Sacrament Chapel) to pray specifically for the success of Op4OL, in addition to any prayer requests from the 

Community that will be gathered and accumulated and prayed for by the Prayer Warriors. We will have an online signup sheet for 

members to sign up for a specific time slot for one hour (at least 3 members per time slot).

In addition to Holy Hour 24/7, we continue to strongly encourage ALL CFC USA members of  
ALL ministries to not just pray, but to pray HARDER: 

H   Holy Hour (Holy Time with God)

A   Adoration  (Eucharistic)

R   Reconciliation (At least monthly or immediately if with mortal sin)

D   Divine Mercy (Chaplet and 3’Oclock Prayer)

E   Eucharist (Daily Mass)

R   Rosary (Daily and preferably with the whole family)
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The key to victory at war is for the enemy to surrender. For this war that is spiritual in nature, the key is for us to surrender, that is 

to surrender our minds, our hearts and our wills to the Holy Will of God and give our unconditional FIAT to God who calls us to be 

steadfast in faith and relentless in action, despite all odds, challenges, trials and difficulties we will for sure encounter. God is telling us: 

“Be Not Afraid” for He is with us and God is indeed enough!

Finally, let us accept the challenge and go to Battle, not begrudgingly, but with a lot of JOY and gratefulness in our hearts knowing fully 

well that God himself, our King and General, has called us for this Battle and will equip us with the Spiritual Weapons we would need to 

protect us and our loved ones, and shower us with blessings upon blessings as we fight for Him. May we all be inspired to accept the 

OperationForOurLord challenge with JOY and make these 249 days (Easter to Christmas) all about accomplishing our Father’s business.

And he said to them, “Why were you looking for me?  
Did you not know that I must  
be about my Father’s business?”  
— LUKE 2:49

In Christ through Mary,

Bro Toffee Jeturian 

 

Pray HARDER.  
Take ACTION.  
Be a Saint.” 

     Where the whole man is 
involved there is no work. 
Work begins with the division 
of labor. 
 
Marshall McLuhan (Canadian Philosopher 
1911-1980)
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PROPOSED IMPLEMENTING GUIDELINES
Note:	Although	the	Guidelines	below	refer	to	CFC	HHs,	these	are	also	applicable	to	 

ALL	ADULT	Family	Ministries	(SOLD,	HOLD	and	SFC)	and	Parejas	Para	Cristo	(PPC)	HHs 

A.		HOLY	HOUR	24/7
Relying mainly on the grace of God, the power of the Holy Spirit and the intercession of our Blessed Mother, we launch the blessed 

practice of Holy Hour and Eucharistic Adoration at CFC USA through Holy Hour 24/7.   

1		CFC USA members will be encouraged to be a Holy Hour 24/7Prayer Warrior and  “sign up” online to commit to do a Holy Hour 

(preferably Eucharistic Adoration at a Blessed Sacrament Chapel or at home) to pray specifically for the success of Op4OL. 

2	Prayer requests from the Community will be gathered and accumulated by the Holy Hour 24/7 Core Team, and prayed for by the 

Holy Hour 24/7 Prayer Warriors.  

3		An online signup sheet for members to sign up for a specific time slot for one hour (at least 3 members per time slot) will be provided. 

4  All Holy Hour 24/7 Prayer Warriors for a specific time slot (e.g. Wednesdays from 7-8 pm) will coordinate to ensure that at least one 

of them will be praying during the assigned time slot. 

5 Any changes to the Holy Hour 24/7 Schedule (e.g. change time slot, discontinue as Prayer Warrior, etc.) shall be communicated to 

the Holy Hour 24/7 Core Team.

In	addition	to	Holy	Hour	24/7,	all	CFC	USA	members	are	strongly	encouraged	to	continue	to	not	just	pray	but	to	pray	HARDER:

H- Holy Hour (Holy Time with God)

A- Adoration (Eucharistic)

R- Reconciliation (At least monthly or immediately if with mortal sin)

D-	Divine Mercy (Chaplet and 3’Oclock Prayer)

E- Eucharist (Daily Mass)

R- Rosary (Daily and preferably with the whole family)
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B.	DC153/G6	HH	ENLISTMENT 

Just like when Jesus Christ, our dear Lord and Savior called on the disciples and enlisted them to follow Him to be “fishers of men”, 

the Chapter Head, shall make a similar call to His HH leaders to conduct their own HH CLPs through the Op4OL Mission DC153. The 

Chapter Head (CH) during a Chapter Prayer Assembly shall present to the members Op4OL Mission DC153, its goals and objectives, as 

well as its mechanics, as approved by the National Council of CFC-USA.  

 

Steps	in	forming	the	HH	CLP	Team	(DC153	Team):

Step	1.	The HH Head after conducting its HH Holy Hour will discuss with his members the HH Op4OL plan; or decide to enlist in 

Mission DC153. 

Step	2 The HH who decides to enlist and proceed with Mission DC153 will communicate its intent to the Unit Head (UH).  

Step	3 The UH shall have a One-on-One with prospective HH Leaders and explain the Op4OL Mission DC153 Battle Plan. 

Step	4	The HH will take a picture of its DC513 Service Team and post to social media with the message: “We are a DC153 HH for 

Op4OL”. 

Step	4	The HH CLP Team Leader shall obtain and study the CLP Team Leaders Guide as well as the CLP Team Manual.

 

Step	5	The Area Head will get an inventory of all the enlisted DC153 HHs and forward the list to the RH who will submit such list to the NC.

 

G6	Application:

The G6 GOLD and GLOBAL HHs will enlist by informing the CFC USA National Council Evangelization and Mission Coordinator (Bro 

Norby Perrin), the respective RHs (G6 GOLD) and the respective Regional Coordinator (G6 GLOBAL):

• Bro. Joe Duran - The Caribbean

• Bro. Roger Santos – Central America

• Bro. Glen Santayana – South America (N)

• Bro. Nonoy Dalman – South America (S) 

These Coordinators will prayerfully discern the mission assignment of the enlisted G6 HHs.
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C.	DC153/G6	HH	ORGANIZATION	 

1.	DC153	Team

•  The DC153 Team shall be composed of the entire Household. 

•  The UH shall act as the Supervising Unit Head of all DC153 Team CLPs in his unit. 

• The HH Head shall act as the CLP Team Leader. He shall choose an Assistant CLP Team Leader from among the members of his 

Household. 

•  The designated Assistant CLP Team Leader shall assist the CLP Team Leader in the performance of his role, and shall be perform the 

role of the Team Leader in his absence. (Refer to CLP Team Leader’s Guide) 

•  At least one couple from the DC153 Team shall commit to serve as Discussion Group Facilitators (DGL) who may eventually become 

the new Household Leaders. 

• 	EXEMPTION:	Newly formed Households (composed of new members within the first year of formation) are exempted from the HH 

CLP but are encouraged to invite CLP participants.

2.	DC153		Participants	

• Each member of the Household shall commit to invite at least 1 person (1 couple shall invite at least 1 couple) 

• Unit Leaders and up shall invite their own CLP participants (at least one participant per Leader) and refer them to the closest planned 

or ongoing CLP. 

• Target number of graduates: 

The total number of CLP graduates should be greater than or equal than the total number of service team members.  

Example: 5 HH Couple Members = 5 couples or more New Graduates. (Note: For planning purposes, historically 40-60% of all invited 

CLP participants get dedicated). 

G6	Application:

The DC153 Team provisions as stated above apply to the G6 GOLD HHs except that the respective RHs and Regional Coordinators will 

supervise the G6 GOLD and GLOBAL HHs, respectively in its conduct of the CLP.  In addition, the HH Leaders of the newly formed HHs 

will not come from the G6 HHs.
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D.	DC153/G6	HH	BOOT	CAMP 

1.	DC153	CLP	Preparations	and	Training

• Step 1: The DC153 Team Leader together with the service team shall go through prayer and discernment period for 1 week. (Includes 

HH Holy Hour, offer fasting, Holy Mass and daily rosary with specific intentions for Op4OL/Mission DC153) 

• Step 2: The DC153 Team Leader together with HH members shall make a list and invite prospective CLP participants (Note: For planning 

purposes, historically 40-60% of all invited CLP participants get dedicated). 

• Step 3: The DC153 Team Leader shall schedule the CLP and determine the venue (Refer to Team Leader’s Manual). 

• Step 4: All the DC153 Team members shall participate in the DC153 Boot camp (CLP Training) conducted by the Area Leadership and/

or Area PFO.  Training may be live using materials from the National PFO specifically designed for Op4OL.  Video training may be 

developed, and Zoom Teaching may also be done. 

2.	DC153	Service	Team	(Refer	to	Team	Leader’s	Manual)	

G6	APPLICATION:

The DC153 Boot Camp provisions as stated above apply to the G6 GOLD and GLOBAL HHs except that the respective RHs and Regional 

Coordinators will supervise the G6 GOLD and GLOBAL HHs, respectively.

E.		DC153/G6	IMPLEMENTATION	(D-Day)
1.	DC153	CLP	Ingredients

• Venue: DC153 CLP shall be conducted in any of the homes belonging to any of the Household members which can accommodate the 

CLP participants and service team.  

• Things to consider in looking for a venue:

a	House should be centrally located (proximate to participants). 

b	If there is no available house big enough to accommodate the entire group, consider using a small room in a church or looking for 

 one from among members of other Households within the Unit. 

 

2. Registration: 

Since this is just a small group, the service team may, in its discretion, not require the use of CFC IDs by the participants or service 

team. Registration may be done in an informal manner. It is important to make the participants feel welcome and experience a relaxed 

atmosphere.
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3.	DC153	CLP	Schedule	

•  Suggested total number of weeks (9)

•  Total Number of talks (12) 

• The following talks can be combined  (5/6, 7/8, 10/11)

• EXCEPTION: In exceptional cases with legitimate justifications (e.g. limitation of use of venue), the DC153 CLPs may be conducted 

for less than 9 weeks (e.g. 3 weekend of 1 module per weekend) with approval of the Chapter Head. 

4.	DC153	Service	Team	Attendance	in	other	CFC	Activities

•  All members of the Household, including their HH Leader must be willing to sacrifice their time for the duration of the HH CLP. This 

includes attending the Chapter Assembly as well as Chapter Teachings. 

5.	DC153	Service	Team	Attendance	in	Household	Meetings

HH Leaders must continue to attend their respective Upper HH Meetings. 

 

Since the DC153 CLP includes  Praise & Worship, a Teaching and fellowship, the HH Leader may conduct the Household Meeting on 

the day of the DC153  CLP, with the following options:

a) A separate discussion group with members of the Household during breakout sessions (except for the Facilitator/DGL) 

b) Conduct the HH meeting discussion 1 or 2 hours before or after the DC153 CLP.

c) The HH Leader has the discretion to choose topic for discussion during the duration of the DC153 CLP. 

d) The PFO National Directorate shall provide a list of topics for discussion as an option for the HH Leader to choose from.

SAMPLE	OF	1	Month	Schedule	of	CFC	Activities

1ST WEEK 2ND WEEK 3RD WEEK 4TH WEEK TOTAL

HOUSEHOLD 
HEAD

1.Chapter Assembly 

2.DC153 CLP

1.Upper HH Mtg 

2.DC 153 CLP/ 

Lower HH Mtg

1.Chapter Teaching

2.DC153 CLP

1.Upper HH Mtg

2.DC153 CLP/Lower HH 

Mtg

8 activities per month

HOUSEHOLD 
MEMBER

1.Chapter Assembly

2.DC153 CLP

DC153 CLP/HH Mtg 1.Chapter Teaching

2.DC153 CLP

DC153 CL/.HH Mtg 6 activities per month
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6.	DC153	CLP	Funds	 

The DC153 CLP Team Head shall request funding from the Chapter. This shall be coursed through the UH.  

G6	Application:

The G6 HHs will comply with the guidelines followed in the conduct of a Mission CLP with the respective RHs and Regional 

Coordinators supervising the G6 GOLD and GLOBAL HHs, respectively. 

With	regards	to	funding,	the	following	options	are	available:

1	The G6 HH may decide to fund their own mission trip and cover transportation and/or accommodation  

   (personal funds or conduct fund-raising).

2	50/50 split between the Regional/Mission Center funds and personal G6 HH contributions.

3	33/33/33 split among the CFC USA National Council funds, the Regional/Mission Center funds and personal G6 HH contributions.

4 As prayerfully discerned and agreed upon by all parties involved. 

F.	DC153/G6	CLP	DEDICATION	(D-Day2)

The CLP Dedication may be done in the same venue or in a bigger venue (e.g. Parish hall) combining all DC153 CLP graduates within 

the Unit or the Chapter in one ceremony.

ANCOP One Light One Life

As a sign of gratitude to the Lord for the work and harvest, the DC153 and G6 CLP Service Teams are encouraged to participate in the 

ANCOP One Light One Life mission, that is for the HH to sponsor at least one ANCOP CSP student. 

Once a CFC, Always a CFC
To make the celebration GRAND-er, the DC153 CLP Service Team is encouraged to participate in the Once a CFC, Always a CFC 

mission, that is to invite inactive CFC USA members to join the Dedication festivities and welcome them back to CFC. 

 

G6	Application:

G6 CLP Teams will participate in the sponsoring of an ANCOP CSP student and in the invitation of CFC USA members back to CFC USA.
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G.DC153/G6	HH	REPORTING 

1.	The HH Leaders shall submit a CLP Report to their respective Unit Heads, who in turn, shall consolidate their reports into one 

consolidated CLP Report and submit the same to their respective Chapter Heads. 

2.	The CLP Team Head together with the UH shall accomplish an Evaluation Report. This Report shall be submitted to the CH, who in 

turn shall submit to their respective Area Leaders. The RH shall consolidate all reports and submit a summary Evaluation Report to the 

National Council. 

G6	Application:

The G6 HHs shall comply with the guidelines followed in the conduct of a Mission CLP with the respective RHs and Regional 

Coordinators supervising the G6 GOLD and GLOBAL HHs, respectively. 

H.	DC153/G6	NEW	HH	ESTABLISHMENT	
Household Grouping after DC153 CLP

1.	The new graduates shall form a new Household. The facilitator(s) shall be the new Household Leaders of the participants under 

them. 

2.	The Chapter Head, together with the UH and the Pastoral Formation Coordinator shall design a Pastoral Formation Track (first year 

basic formation course) for the new Household to follow. 

3.	If the number of graduates is not enough to form a new Household (less than 3 couples), the CH together with the UH will determine 

the HH groupings. Some points to consider: 

• New graduates may join other existing Households together with the facilitator to help them transition to a new Household.

• In both cases, the new Household formed shall take the needs of the new graduates into consideration. The HH shall follow the 1st 

Year Pastoral Formation Track. 

G6	Application:

The G6 HHs shall comply with the guidelines followed in the conduct of a Mission CLP with the respective RHs and Regional 

Coordinators supervising the G6 GOLD and GLOBAL HHs, respectively.
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

1.	How	is	OP4OL	different	from	DC153	and	G6?	

OP4OL is the acronym for the new CFC –USA Council initiative ‘OperationForOurLord’ where all CFC-USA households (ALL ministries) 

are requested to conduct a 4H (House Hold Holy Hour), that is for the whole household to do Eucharistic Adoration inside a Blessed 

Sacrament Chapel begging for the grace to be enlightened as to how the household can contribute to the success of Op4OL and 

accordingly, by the guidance of the Holy Spirit, prepare and submit its plans to its Area Leader, through its unit head, chapter head, 

cluster head and sector head, as the case may be, who, in turn, will then pray, discern and develop an “Area Battle Plan.” 

DC153 is the acronym for the Divide and Conquer 153 initiative wile G6 stands for Go GOLD and GLOBAL for God’s Greater Glory.  

These are the prayerfully discerned Battle Plans from the CFC USA National Council in response to Op4OL inspiring and encouraging 

households to commit to conduct a DC153 HH CLP in a home setting where the atmosphere is informal and more relaxed, and for 

G6 GOLD and GLOBAL HHs to go on mission and conduct G6 GOLD CLPs (any of the remaining States with no CFC presence)  or 

G6 GLOBAL CLPs (outside the USA).  The goals are to unleash the power of the Holy Spirit in the HH thorough effective, efficient and 

empowering Evangelization and to dedicate new CFC members greater than or equal to the number of the CLP service team members.

2.	Is	this	compulsory	for	all	CFC	Households?	

While all 5 sub-missions are not compulsory, all areas are highly encouraged to actively participate and engage in the initiatives that are 

in line with the evangelization mission of CFC USA.

 

3.	What	about	Family	Ministries	(FM)	and	Parejas	Para	Cristo	(PPC)?	

All Households in the adult ministries of FM and PPC are likewise encouraged to participate in these initiatives and commit to conduct 

its own HH CLP. 

4.	If	our	HH	is	already	serving	in	an	existing	CLP,	should	we	still	participate	in	DC153?		

All HHs serving in ongoing CLPs will continue to serve until completion of the program. However, if multiple HHs are serving in 

one CLP and the number of participants is minimal, the number of CLP Service Team members may be reduced to allow the other 

Households to participate in DC153. (For example, if the CLP Service Team is composed of 3 households and there are only 10 or less 

participants, the service team may be reduced to one household of 10 members and allow the other 2 households to participate in 

DC153).
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5.	What	do	we	do	if	we	are	requested	by	our	Pastor	to	conduct	a	CLP?		

If a Pastor requests a CLP in his parish, the HH member/HH leader requested by the said Pastor will inform his Household Head 

and their HH will have the privilege to serve the CLP in that Parish. Consistent with DC153, the number of participants or expected 

dedicated new members shall be greater than or equal to the CLP Service Team members. 

6.	Will	the	HH	CLP	take	the	place	of	a	Parish	CLP?	

HH CLP should not replace the Parish CLP. The Parish CLP is not the same as a HH CLP. If there is an ongoing Parish CLP, it must first 

be completed before conducting a HH CLP. 

7.		What	if	we	have	calendared	a	CLP	in	our	local	parish	for	the	rest	of	2019,	do	we	cancel	it	in	favor	of	a	HH	CLP?		

No, all calendared Parish CLPs will continue. Consistent with DC153, the number of participants or expected dedicated new members 

shall be greater than or equal to the CLP Service Team members. 

8.	If	the	Household	is	only	able	to	invite	less	than	the	total	number	of	HH	members	(example:	2	couples)	will	they	still	conduct	a	HH	

CLP?	

The CLP Team Head, upon consultation with the Unit Head, has the option to transfer the 2 couple participants to another HH CLP 

within the Unit. In the case where there is no other HH CLP in place, the HH shall proceed to conduct the HH CLP. 

 

9.	If	only	one	couple	graduates	from	the	HH	CLP,	to	what	Household	will	the	new	graduates	be	integrated?	

The Chapter Head, in consultation with the Unit Head concerned, shall determine to which household the new couple graduate will be 

assigned. 

10.	If	our	HH	CLP	schedule	is	in	conflict	with	a	scheduled	CFC	activity	(Example:	Assembly,	Teaching,	ANCOP,	Anniversary	etc.)	

which	takes	priority?	Do	we	cancel	and	re-schedule	our	HH	CLP?	

The HH CLP should be given preference and priority. Before scheduling a HH CLP; all CFC activities must be taken into consideration. 

Conflict in schedules can be minimized or totally avoided if proper planning and coordination are done.
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11.	With	the	4	CLP	sessions	taking	up	all	weeks	in	a	month,	are	we	still	required	to	attend	assemblies,	 

teachings	and	Household	Meetings?

According to our existing policy, as embodied in the Household Heads Manual and another CFC issuance entitled CFC meetings, 

exceptions to the weekly household meetings are as follows:

a. During the week when the monthly prayer meeting is held. 

b. When a whole household serves in a CLP. In this case, the household will need to meet only two weeks out of four in a month, in 

addition to its weekly service in the CLP.

c. If the CLP is on the same day as the monthly prayer meeting, the household meets twice in a regular household meeting.

d. If the CLP is not on the same day as the monthly prayer meeting, the household meets once in a regular household meeting and 

attends the prayer meeting. 

e. During special times such as Holy Week and Christmas break.” (Source: The Household Heads Manual)

f. “Teaching nights can be in lieu of regular household meetings, assuming the whole household is on the same teaching track.” 

(Source: “CFC Meetings”) 

12.	Will	the	regular	CLP	Budget	allocated	be	the	same	for	the	HH	CLP?		

Yes, insofar as it is applicable. 

 

13.	In	a	regular	CLP,	the	expenses	incurred	for	every	module	is	assigned	to	each	Unit	of	the	Chapter.	In	the	case	of	a	HH	CLP	is	it	

going	to	be	the	same?	For	any	additional	expense	outside	of	the	allocated	budget,	will	it	be	shouldered	by	the	Household	Service	

Team	alone?		

The allocated budget is assigned to each unit of the chapter but earmarked for the HH CLP.  The Chapter, Cluster, Sector or Area shall 

shoulder the valid expense outside the allocated budget. 

 

14.	Can	other	households	invite	their	family/friends	who	live	near	the	planned	venue?		 

If	so,	should	CLP	announcements	be	area	wide?		

Yes. Invitations can be done area wide.  Households can invite their family members or friends to the nearest CLP. 

 

15.	If	there	are	no	houses	big	enough	in	the	unit,	will	a	church	hall/classroom	be	an	option?		

Yes, while the holding of the CLP in the houses of members is encouraged, the holding of it in a church hall or classrooms is allowed 

especially in cases where there are no houses of members big enough to accommodate the service team and participants.
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CFC-USA / PHASE 1  

Timeline of Activities 

Op4OL  Dc153  G6  Phase	1	Timeline

ACTION DATE	(2019) SOLEMNITY/FEAST

Op4OL (Phase 1) Official Start Date April 21 Easter Sunday 

RH Submission Deadline of Area HH Structure and Area 
Op4OL Battle Plan 

May 31 Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary

Implementing Guidelines Review Deadline (NC, RH, CC, IMD) May 31 Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary

Implementing Guidelines FINAL Review Deadline June 9 Pentecost Sunday

Guidelines Approval by the CFC USA NC June 16 The Most Holy Trinity

Issuance of Official Guideline for OperationForOurLord June 23 The Most Holy Body and Blood of Christ 

HOLY HOUR 24/7 Prayer Warrior Online Signups Start Date June 23 The Most Holy Body and Blood of Christ 

Enlistment of DC153 and G6 Households Start Date June 29 Saints Peter and Paul, Apostles

Boot Camps Start Date July 31 St. Ignatius de Loyola

D-Day: DC153 and G6 CLPs (All Out Assault) No Later than the Weekend of September 21 St. Matthew

New HH Leaders Training Start Date November 1 All Saints Day

D-Day2: Dedication Day

No Later than the Weekend of November 24 The Solemnity of Christ The King• ANCOP One Light One Life

• Once a CFC, Always a CFC

Submission of DC153 and G6 CLP REPORTS 
and Op4OL (Phase 1) End date

December 25 Christmas Day
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DURATION DATE ACTION RESOURCES REMARKS

GROUNDWORK PREPARATION 

April 21
Official start date of OperationForOurLord (Phase 

1)
Reflections of the Heart (ROH49)

Start Date: April 21, 2019 (Easter Sunday of the 

Resurrection of the Lord)

2 weeks May 15 to May 31

RH Preparation and Submission of Complete List 

of all Lower Households and Op4OL Area Battle 

Plan

Use Common Format/Template provided

PIC- ALL RH 

Deadline for submission: 

 

May 31 (Feast of the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin 

Mary)

1 month
May 20 to  

June 20

Form Marketing Team and promote Op4OL and 

G6

Materials for Campaign/Marketing 

Video (Teaser; Instructional Materials) 

Social Media (FB; Twitter; Instagram)

FORMULATION OF GUIDELINES

4 weeks May 15 to May 31

2nd Round 

Review and discussion of guidelines by CFC USA 

NC members, all RHs, Country Coordinator and 

International Missions Director of the Americas      

Draft #1

PIC- RH shall discuss with their local Area Leaders: 

Deadline for submission of all inputs: 

May 31 (Feast of the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin 

Mary) 

 

Email to Toffee Jeturian (toffeejetcfc@gmail.com) 

and Marivie Dalman (mcdal37@gmail.com)

1 week June 2 to June 9
3rd Round 

Review and discussion of draft guidelines
Draft #2

PIC- Toffee Jeturian shall review and discuss with 

National Council 

Deadline: June 9 (Pentecost Sunday)

1 week June 9 to 15 Final Review of Guidelines Final Draft
Preparation of Official Guidelines to include all 

comments and inputs from RH and NC

June 16 Approval of NC
NC Approval Date:  

June 16 (Solemnity of The Most Holy Trinity)

June 23
Issuance of Official Guideline for 

OperationForOurLord

Note: 3 minute video teaser should be sent 

together with Official Issuance

Email blast of Official Guidelines 

June 23 (Solemnity of The Most Holy Body and 

Blood of Christ)

BATTLE PREPARATION 

June 23 HOLY HOUR 24/7 
Marketing Team Awareness Campaign (Social 

media, website E-GROUPS for CFC-USA, etc.)

Start of Holy Hour Sign-ups: 

June 23 (Solemnity of The Most Holy Body  

and Blood of Christ)

Op4OL/DC153 LAUNCHING 

July 5-7  

Aug 2-4 

Aug 16-18 

Sept 6-8

Nationwide Launching/Marketing at various CFC 

Conferences
Video Teaser

CFC Western Conference (Nevada) 

SFC Conference (Oregon) 

CFC Eastern Conference (Florida) 

HOLD Conference (New York)

Op4OL  Dc153   Phase	1	Detailed	Timeline	
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10 weeks June 29 to Sept 7

ENLISTMENT of all CFC Households who will 

participate in DC153 and G6 

 

REVIEW Op4OL/DC153/G6 Guidelines 

INVITE CLP Participants

• USE Common Enlistment Template/Format 

Provided 

 

• Op4OL/DC153 Guidelines

ALL RH in consultation with Area Leaders prepares 

a List of HH participating in Op4OL 

 

Start of DC153 HH Enlistment List: 

June 29 (Solemnity of Saints Peter and Paul, 

Apostles)

6 weeks July 31 to Sept 14

TEAM BOOT CAMP 

Training of CLP Team 

INVITE CLP Participants

Materials:

• Talk Outline

• PPT

• Video of Talks

• National PFO to provide uniform/standard 

training Op4OL; Webinar Training (via ZOOM); 

Coordinate with all RHs 

• CH/UH Schedule training of all Teams 

 

Boot Camp Start Date: 

July 31 (Feast of St Ignatius of Loyola)

9-10 weeks
Sept 21-  

to Nov 24

D-Day: DC153 and G6 CLPs (All Out Assault) 

 

D-Day2: Dedication Day 

 

ANCOP One Light One Life 

 

Once a CFC, Always a CFC

Materials

• Expanded Outline

• PPT

• Video (CFC USA)

Possible Speakers: 

1. Local Area (UH and up; select HH Heads) 

2. NC/RH/IM Directors/CC via ZOOM 

3. CLP Talk videos produced by CFC USA 

    National PFO with Op4OL branding 

4. CLP Talks uploaded in CFC Global website; 

Youtube 

 

D-Day Start Date: 

No Later than the Weekend of September 21, 2019 

(Feast of St. Matthew) 

 

Note: D-Day may be started earlier based on 

venue availability and/or CLP Service Team 

readiness  

 

D-Day2 (Dedication Day)

No Later than the Weekend of November 24 

(Solemnity of Christ the King)

5 weeks Nov 1 to Dec 9

New HH LEADERS BOOTCAMP 

HH Head Training 

1st Module

Materials: Outline, PPT, Video

National PFO to provide:

1. Uniform talks with Op4OL branding

2. Webinar Training (via ZOOM) 

 

HH Leaders Boot Camp Start Date: 

Nov 1 (All Saints day)

2 weeks Nov 3 to 15
SUBMISSION OF DC153 and G6 CLP REPORTS 

and end date of Op4OL (Phase 1)
Use common template/format provided

All RH 

Deadline for Submission of reports and End  

 

Date of Op4OL (Phase 1): 

December 25, 2019 (Solemnity of the Nativity of 

the Lord)

December EVALUATION OF Op4OL CFC USA National Council

Op4OL  Dc153   Phase	1	Detailed	Timeline	/ cont
DURATION DATE ACTION RESOURCES REMARKS
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Where the whole man is involved 
there is no work.Work begins  

with the division of labor. 
 

Marshall McLuhan  
Canadian Philosopher 1911-1980

Make the Great Commission,  
our Great Completion. 
God only needs 

 your YES!

Go therefore and make  
disciples of all nations. 

MATTHEW 28:19

The key to the success of  
the Op4OL 5 sub-missions  

is submission to the  
Perfect Will of God.


